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EvEry homE tElls a story 
about its owners; how they like to live, 
where they’ve travelled and the things they 
enjoy collecting. the best homes layer well-
loved items throughout the house giving 
personality, style and an authentic character 
to it.
 Walking through the home of amy 
and John hines, you immediately sense 
the couple’s understated, refined taste: 
her love of fashion, with preppy New 
England roots and his interest in maps 
and history. and even though the couple, 
their four children and one Frenchie have 
lived in the home for only 10 years, it has 
the warm, relaxed feeling of a place that 
has evolved over time. 
 Interior Designer holly Phillips of the 
English room may have something to do 
with that too. she began working with 
amy soon after the couple purchased the 
home. she says the décor works because 
her client has a passion for decorating 
and a clear vision for what she likes. the 
home is also a perfect example of holly’s 
design philosophy: “Buy the things you 
love and you will find a place for them.”
 “holly and I began with a good 

foundation of wallpaper and paints,” says 
amy. “I still love all of the wallpapers we 
chose to this day, especially the painted 
Paul montgomery paper holly found for 
our dining room.”
 the things amy loves most about her 
home are the textures that make it warm 
and welcoming: grasscloth, seagrass, fur 
and suede. she also loves the plaids and 
stripes used as accents and the artwork 
the couple has collected from their travels 
and from local artists.
 “some people curate and amy is one of 
those,” explains holly. “that is why her 
home is ever-changing and always evolving. 
It is a product of constant layering and it 
absolutely speaks to amy’s personality.” 
as amy continues to curate, holly helps 
her incorporate each new treasure into 
the home’s décor. maps, nautical themes, 
equestrian items and original artwork are a 
few of amy’s favorites that find their way 
into the design scheme. 
 “We layer. Nothing is done in a 
hurry,” says holly. “amy finds a piece 
of art she loves and we move the décor 
around in the house to accommodate 
the new addition. she loves pieces she 
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can move from room to room.”  and while the 
home reflects amy’s taste, holly’s influence is 
seen throughout, as an eclectically modern twist 
on amy’s classically understated style.  “my 
style is more modern. I love mixing antiques 
with contemporary pieces and modern art,” 
says holly. “I am also always attracted to color, 
while amy prefers a more subtle palette of 
beiges, taupes and grays that remind her of the 
Nantucket coast where she loves to vacation.”
 like the home itself, the working relationship 
between the two women has evolved. amy 
appreciates holly’s designer eye. “she is able to 
mix my more calm whites and grays with a pop 
of something modern like Kathryn Ireland’s 
Greek key window treatments, turtle lamps or 
amanda talley’s fun artwork.” 
 some of the most interesting design elements 
in the home speak to the women’s shared love of 
animals. Golden turtle shells and intertwined coy 
lamps, crystal snakes on the coffee table, antlers 
in the kitchen; paintings of birds, thoroughbreds 
and whale’s tales, animal-hide rugs and antelope 
patterned carpet (a personal favorite of holly’s) 
connect the home with nature. 
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the best homes layer 
well-loved items throughout 
the house giving personality, 

style and an authentic 
character to it.

 the living room, with its mix of modern and traditional, 
is holly’s favorite. she loves the contrast of the horn mirror, 
modern artwork by amanda talley and the David hicks rugs. 
But she also thinks the kitchen is amazing. “It is modern and 
classic all at the same time, which is hard to achieve.” recently 
renovated, the hines’ kitchen was designed by sam Greason at 
meyer Greason Paullin Benson and builder, andrew roby. the 
large island is just big enough to allow people to gather without 
taking up too much space – perfect for the family that loves to 
cook together. 

 “We added pretty lamps and curved sides to accent the area 
and make the oven hood a focal point,” amy says. “the forged 
metal work on the cabinets brings in a preppy barn-like feel.  We 
loved the manhattan Calcutta marble with its dramatic veins.”
 Even though she loves her new kitchen, amy says her favorite 
room is the great room. “It is layered with art and a pretty rug. 
there is a constant fire in the fireplace and on nice days we can 
open the French doors onto the terrace,” she says. “you can see 
the kitchen from the great room so it feels like you are in one big 
room. It’s like getting two beautiful spaces in one.”v


